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Introduction
Bitcoin hashrate is similar to Bitcoin's equity; it is the mother of bitcoin that
generates new bitcoins. Hashing power is the input that generates Bitcoin as output.
Every day, 900 Bitcoin are paid to miners, which are distributed based on each
miner’s fair share of the total network hashing power. For example, recently, Bitcoin's
network-wide hashrate was 167.23EH/s. How much Bitcoin would a miner earn if they
had 1.6723 EH/s, or 1% of the network-wide Bitcoin hashrate? By providing 1% of the
network hashing power, the miner earns 9 Bitcoin (1% of the 900).
In the 12 months ending March 31, 2021, the top four mining companies have seen
their stocks rise by 5,000%, while bitcoin’s market cap has grown 900% in the same
period.
Bitcoin hashrate production is determined by factors such as mining machine
output and efficiency, mining pools, mining farms, electricity, and the regulatory
environment of the regions where miners are located. Today hashrate mining power
is a non-standard product whose interest is limited to a niche group of bitcoin
miners. The broad public is generally unaware of mining in general, what it does,
and how it works. Most importantly, the general public isn’t aware that one can ‘own’
mining input to gain an ongoing stream of output, i.e., Bitcoin.
One of the reasons Warren Buffett does not invest in bitcoin is that he thinks it does
not generate profits or dividends. Some value investors prefer holdings that generate
ongoing dividends. For these investors, ownership in bitcoin hashrate generates
hourly ‘dividends’. It’s a lot like buying a hen instead of eggs.
Bitcoin hashrate is plentiful and generated all around the world. However, Bitcoin is
missing a compliant, trusted, perpetual standard Bitcoin hashrate. For example,
those miners operating in countries that are not mining friendly (e.g., China) are at
risk of being shut down at any time, and are not considered to be compliant, trusted
bitcoin hashrate.
Hash Hive has created the Hash Hive Standard Hashrate Token ("BTCHV") to help the
public participate in bitcoin mining by standardizing bitcoin hashrate, providing a
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bridge between bitcoin mining and retail investors. BTCHV is helping bitcoin mining
become more decentralized.
By standardizing hashrate, we are creating a liquid marketplace to easily participate
in mining, and easily exit as well.
The general public can now participate in bitcoin mining by holding BTCHV, so that
everyone can enjoy the fun and ongoing returns of bitcoin mining!

I. Overview
Hash Hive Standard Hashrate Token (BTCHV) is the world's first perpetual, compliant,
standard bitcoin hashrate token, collateralized by standardized bitcoin mining
hashrate in a trust institution. It functions as a bridge between bitcoin mining and
public investment by standardizing and tokenizing Bitcoin mining hashrate as
BTCHV.
Each BTCHV is collateralized with 0.01 terahash per second (TH/s) of Bitcoin mining
hashrate. By staking BTCHV, the token holder will receive a daily allocation of bitcoins
corresponding to the pledged mining hashrate.
BTCHV will become the foundation of bitcoin mining financial products, become
part of the general public’s investment portfolio, and will be listed on exchanges to
meet the asset allocation, risk and return needs of investors.

II. Market
The existing bitcoin hashrate tokens on the market are imperfect solutions. They
simply tokenize miners, ignoring the problem of unsustainable hashrate brought
about by the limited life cycle of miners They use a franchise model with very weak
controls over miners. The resulting issues for investors include low-quality, obsolete
miners, the placement of miners in areas with unstable regulatory environments,
mining in locations with unstable power, lack credible hashrate audits, and overly
DeFi-ize, all of which are contrary to the credible and secure requirement of financial
products.
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III. Definition and Issuance
Hash Hive Standard Hashrate Tokens are perpetual tokens designed to serve as a
fundamental financial product for investment portfolios.
BTCHV is not simply tokenizing miners or machines. It is a standard unit of mining
input that will never change. Hash Hive ensures that BTCHV is independent from the
life cycle of the miner, guaranteeing the hashrate:
● Hash Hive's hashrate is hosted with a trustworthy third-party custodian.
●

Hash Hive standard hashrate is based on the standard hashrate of the mining
machines consisting of S17 models and above.

● Hash Hive has 100% ownership and assignment power of the mining
machines used to issue hashrate tokens, with no franchise model or leased
mining machine model.
The mining machines used by Hash Hive to issue hashrate tokens are located in
regions such as the United States and Canada where regulatory environments are
stable, mining-friendly and have an advantage in electricity costs.
Hash Hive allocates mining machines across trusted mining farms in different
regions to mitigate the risk of power failure and other risks. In the future, the
hashrate generated by each mining farm will be no higher than 10% of the Hash Hive
total. I.e., we will have at least 10 farms, with none producing more than 10% of the
Hash Hive total.
.
● Hash Hive tokenizes only part of its own hashrate and reserves no less than
20% of backup hashrate to ensure that the tokens can be fully
hashrate-anchored in the event of network-wide hashrate fluctuations, power
failures, or equipment failures.
●

Hash Hive's hashrate power is audited monthly by a third-party organization.

●

BTCHV will only be issued when the actual bitcoin mining hashrate is
obtained.

●

The standardized target for BTCHV is 42J/TH.
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IV. Trading
Each BTCHV is a token collateralized by a standardized unit of actual bitcoin
hashrate, and holding the token is legally and functionally equivalent to owning the
potential hashrate.
Staking tokens on the blockchain will entitle the holder of the staking interest to a
mining bonus of bitcoin.
BTCHV creates an efficient investment channel for those interested in participating
in Bitcoin mining. By trading BTCHV, market participants have the freedom to move
in and out of bitcoin mining exposure at a low cost, anywhere, anytime.
BTCHV will be available at Apifiny.com for U.S. accredited investors and will be made
available for trading for users in most other countries. BTCHV will also be traded on
some major exchanges outside of the United States.
The total initial issuance hashrate size is 20 PH/s.

V. Staking Mining
BTCHV requires that rewards be mined centrally from the Bitcoin network and
distributed to holders in a decentralized manner. The first release of BTCHV will be
an ERC20 standard token on the Ethereum Chain.
Users can stake BTCHF at Apifiny.com today, and in the future can stake it on a
Decentralized Exchange based on Roxe Chain.
As a rule, the project is expected to experience up to 5% of mining downtime per
year.
Once the daily mining rewards are realized, a portion will be sold on the open market
to cover the project's daily energy and operating costs.
Hash Hive’s energy costs are currently $0.06/kWh with a 3% power loss.
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VI. Risk disclaimer
Although we provide over 20% backup for the hashrate, this project faces the same
general risks inherent in Bitcoin mining because the mining hashrate is the
underlying collateral. Tokenization poses different risks:
Specifically, mining rewards for BTCHV may be temporarily or permanently halted if:
(i) Force majeure damage to or loss of property that generates our mining
hashrate in excess of our reserves.
(ii) We are unable to enforce our contractual rights due to changes in energy costs,
miner costs, etc.
(iii) The hashrate across the Bitcoin network increases to a level where our standard
units of mining hashrate become unprofitable, and
(iv) Bitcoin prices have fallen, resulting in an inability to cover the cost of mining.
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VII. About Apifiny Hash Hive
Apifiny is a global digital asset trading network. Apifiny is an ‘exchange of
exchanges’, focused on providing global trading and liquidity solutions for
professional traders and digital asset exchanges anywhere in the world. Apifiny
connects the world's major cryptocurrency exchanges to forma global unified
trading platform.
For more information, please visit Apifiny.com
Hash Hive is a Bitcoin Hashrate Services brand, wholly owned by Apifiny. The Apifiny
Hashrate Services team is composed of experienced mining veterans who built and
manage mining farms in the United States.
Hash Hive is the standard-setter for perpetual standard hashrate. Hash Hive is
operating bitcoin mines with a hashrate above 100 PH/S in the United States. Please
visit www.apifiny.com/hashhive for more information.
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VIII. Roadmap

● April 2021 1st tranche release: up to 20 PH/S
● July 2021 2nd tranche issuance: up to 100 PH/S
● 2021 Q3 Acquisition or construction of proprietary mine
● 2021 Q4 3rd tranche issuance: up to 1,000 PH/S
● 2022 Q2 4th tranche issuance: up to 2,000 PH/S
● 2022 Q3 Continue building or acquiring mines
● 2022 Q4 5th tranche Release: up to 3,000 PH/S
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